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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. At Klara, our mission is to transform healthcare communication, so every patient can receive great care.
As such, privacy is very important to us, and we strive to be transparent in our collection and use of your
information.

1.2. This Privacy Policy explains what information Klara Technologies, Inc. and its affiliates (collectively,
“Klara”) may collect from or about you, how we collect it, how we use it, who we share it with, and your
choices related to your information.

1.3. When we use terms like “Klara”, “we”, “our”, or “us”, we are talking about Klara Technologies, Inc. and its
affiliates. Also, when we talk about the “Services”, we are talking about all of our products and services,
such as our websites (“Sites”), mobile applications (“Apps”), our reminder and other text messages
services, provider collaboration portals, and patient communication tools.

1.4. For certain information provided to us through some of Services, we have entered into agreements with
our clients (health care providers or their firms, “Providers”) that govern our use of such information (the
“Transaction Documents”). This Privacy Policy supplements the Transaction Documents. To be clear, if you
are a patient of a Provider, a visitor to one of our Sites, or otherwise accessing or interacting with any of
the Services but are not doing so as a customer of ours under a Transaction Document, you are a user but
not a customer of the Services (i.e., not a Provider), and some of the terms of this Privacy Policy won’t
apply to you. Additionally, if you are a patient of a Provider, this Privacy Policy does not govern our use of
Protected Health Information (as defined below) provided to us through the Services. Our use of such
information is governed by the Transaction Documents with your Provider and applicable law, including
without limitation HIPAA (as defined below). Your Provider’s collection, use, disclosure, and transfer of
such information is governed, in turn, by your Provider’s terms and conditions and privacy practices
between you and your Provider. Please submit all requests and questions related to your Protected
Health Information directly to your Provider.

1.5. By using the Services, you are consenting to our collection, use, disclosure, and transfer of your
information as described in this Privacy Policy. This Privacy Policy is not a contract and does not create
any contractual rights or obligations.

2. WHAT INFORMATION WE COLLECT

When you access and use the Services, we may collect the following types of information from you:

2.1. “Personal Information” is information that can be used to identify, contact, or locate you or that relates to
you. Examples of Personal Information include your name, address, email address, IP address, device
information, telephone number, employer, medical specialty, profession, biometric information such as
voice recordings, provider profile photo, financial information, practice and business information, and
other information you provide. Personal Information includes Location Information and may include
Usage Data. In this Privacy Policy, we do not include Protected Health Information in the definition of
“Personal Information” because, as mentioned above, Protected Health Information has different
treatment under HIPAA and other applicable laws. Accordingly, it is handled differently under the
Transaction Documents and, if you are a patient, your Protected Health Information is subject to your
Provider’s terms of service and privacy practices.

2.2. “Location Information” is a type of Personal Information that can be used to locate the device you use to
access the Services. Location Information includes (i) the location of the device derived from GPS or Wi-Fi
use, (ii) the IP address of the device or internet service used to access the Services, and (iii) any other
information you or others make available that indicates your current or prior location.



2.3. “Usage Data” is information that we automatically collect about your use of the Services and your device,
such as your IP address; your device’s MAC address, web browser, operating system, device model and
manufacturer; performance issues; or your activity on the Services. Usage Data is generally not Personal
Information, but may be in some instances.

2.4. “Protected Health Information” is individually identifiable health information that is protected by the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and its implementing regulations (“HIPAA”).
This notice does not apply to Protected Health Information and related information that is transmitted
between patients and healthcare providers on our app.  The communication between patients and
healthcare providers is subject to the healthcare provider’s Notice of Privacy Practices.

3. HOW WE COLLECT YOUR INFORMATION

3.1. We collect the information you give to us, such as when you:

3.1.1. Contact us (e.g., to request a demo or support),

3.1.2. Register with, apply for, access, or use the Services, including when you submit information on the
Services or create a Provider profile,

3.1.3. Visit our offices,

3.1.4. Apply for employment, or

3.1.5. Register for or attend webinars, conferences, or other events.

3.2. We automatically collect some information when you use the Services, such as Usage Data and when you
enable the location services on your device when using the Services. If you do not want us to collect
Location Information from your device, please disable the location setting(s) on your device or, if you are
using an App, delete the App. Please note that disabling the location setting on your device may affect
certain features of the Services.

3.3. We may collect information from certain native applications on your device (such as your device’s
camera, photo album, or microphone) to facilitate your use of certain features of the Services.  For
example, if you decide to upload a Provider profile photo through the App, we may access your photo
album to obtain that photo. You have the opportunity to grant or deny the App access to your photo
album and other native applications.

3.4. We may also obtain information about you from other sources, including the Internet and other
publicly-available sources and databases, data aggregators, marketing companies, and other third parties.
For example, if you are on a third-party website and request information from us, that website will send
us your contact information. We may combine this information with the information you give us to help
us tailor our communications or improve the Services.

4. HOW WE USE YOUR INFORMATION

4.1. We may use your information for the following purposes:

Provide You the Services and Fulfill Your Requests. We may use your information to verify your
identity, register you, administer your account, consider you for employment, or provide you the
information, products, and services that you request. For example, we provide demos of the
Services when you request them, respond to your questions when you contact us, assist with
problems you report about the Services, or we may collect your name and other identifying
information for purposes of security and visitor management.

Provide Services to Our Providers. If you are a patient of a Provider, we use your information
when providing the Services to the Provider.  If you are a Provider, we use your information to
facilitate communications within your practice and as otherwise permitted to provide Services
under the Transaction Documents.



Communicate with You. We may use your information to try to identify if you may be interested
in any of the Services or our business partners’ products and services. If we think something may
interest you, we may send you information and promotional materials. You may unsubscribe from
receiving marketing emails from us by emailing us at privacy@klara.com or using the unsubscribe
link included in marketing emails.

Enhance Your Experience. We use your information to personalize and enhance your experience
when you use the Services, such as tailoring content and advertising and remembering your
preferences.

Improve the Services. Your information helps us improve the content and functionality of the
Services. For example, we may (i) use our users’ demographics, interests, or behaviors to create
new features and content or (ii) use your information if there is a Service performance issue.

In the Event of a Business Transaction. If we are exploring or go through a business transition or
financial transaction, such as a merger, acquisition, divestiture, restructuring, reorganization,
dissolution, bankruptcy, securities offering, or sale of all or a portion of our assets, we may use
your information in connection with exploring or concluding such transaction.

For Legal Purposes. We will use your information when we think it is necessary to investigate or
prevent actual or expected fraud, criminal activity, injury or damage to us or others; when
otherwise required by law, regulation, subpoena, court order, warrant or similar legal process; or
if necessary to assert or protect our rights or assets.

Sharing of Information. We may share your information internally and with third parties as
further described in the How We Share Your Information section of this Privacy Policy.

4.2. We may link Usage Data to the Personal Information we have collected about you. If we link this Usage
Data to your Personal Information, we will treat such linked Usage Data as Personal Information.

4.3. We may also de-identify your information or aggregate your information with other users of the Services
(“De-Identified Information”). This De-Identified Information is not Personal Information because it
cannot be used to identify you, and may be used by us for any lawful purpose.

4.4. Additionally, we may use your information for any other reason we tell you (i) when we collect it, (ii) in a
Transaction Document, or (iii) in an authorization or consent.

5. DATA COLLECTION TECHNOLOGIES

5.1. We and our vendors use cookies, pixel tags, log files, and other technologies (collectively, “Data Collection
Technologies”) to help us provide the Services, tailor our content, understand how users interact with the
Services, identify which Services may interest you and inform you about such Services, advertise our
Services, and enhance your online experience. The Data Collection Technologies include:

5.1.1. Cookies. A cookie is a small file placed on your computer that collects and stores information about
your equipment, preferences and browsing patterns. We use cookies to analyze web page traffic
and usage patterns, and to tailor the Services to your individual interests. For more information
about the cookies used on our Sites, please review our Cookie Policy.

5.1.2. Web Beacons. A web beacon (also referred to as clear gif, pixel tag or single-pixel gif) is a
transparent graphic image used in tandem with cookies that enables us, our vendors, and our other
business partners to record a user’s actions. We use web beacons to count and track users who
have visited those pages, verify system and server integrity, for advertising, and for other statistical
measures.

5.1.3. User Experience and Support Products. We use third-party products that track user experiences
using the Services. We use these products to improve the Services and to provide support for the
Services.

https://www.klara.com/cookie-policy


5.1.4. Google Analytics. We use Google Analytics to help us understand how users engage with some of
the Services. Google Analytics uses cookies to track your interactions with the Services, then collects
that information and reports it to us, without individually identifying users. This information helps
us improve the Services so that we can better serve users like you.

5.2. You can set your Internet browser settings to stop accepting new cookies, to receive notice when you
receive a new cookie, to disable existing cookies, or to omit images (which will disable any pixel tags that
may be included in them). Note that the opt-out will apply only to the browser that you are using when
you elect to opt out of cookies. Please note, without cookies or pixel tags, you may not be able to take full
advantage of all features of the Services. You may also opt out of certain cookies using our cookie
management tool. To access the cookie management tool, please scroll down to the bottom of klara.com
and click on the “Cookie settings” link.

5.3. Some web browsers incorporate a “Do Not Track” feature (“DNT”) that signals to the websites that you
visit that you do not want to have your online activity tracked. Many websites and applications, including
the Services, do not respond to web browser DNT signals. For more information about DNT signals,
please visit allaboutdnt.com.  If you are a web visitor accessing our Sites from California, we honor Global
Privacy Control signals.

5.4. We may use third-party service providers to serve advertisements on our behalf across the Internet.
These advertising service providers may collect (through the use of Data Collection Technologies)
information about your visits to and interactions with the Services. In addition to the information about
your visits to our Site, our service providers may also use the information about your visits to other
websites to target advertisements for products and services available from us. If you would like more
information about this practice and advertising preferences, please visit the Network Advertising
Initiative’s website here.

6. HOW WE SHARE YOUR INFORMATION

6.1. We may share your information (i) for the reasons we tell (a) you when we collect it, (b) in a Transaction
Document, or (c) in an authorization or consent, or (ii) in the following ways:

6.1.1. At Your Direction: We may share your information with third parties when you direct us to. For
example, if you request that we share your information with one of our business partners to take
advantage of a feature that partner offers, we will share your information with that business
partner.

6.1.2. Internally: We may share your information internally (e.g., with our affiliates) in order to provide
you the Services, to provide the Services to the Providers, to offer you or the Providers other
Services, and to improve our Services or develop new ones.

6.1.3. With Our Customers: We may share your information with our customers when we provide the
Services. For example, if you are a patient using the Services, we will provide your information to
your Providers.

6.1.4. With Our Vendors: We may share your information with our vendors (including third-party hosting
providers) that we use to provide the Services or that provide services to us, such as for online
account access, email marketing, advertising, promotions, newsletters, notices and other
communications, or that assist us in monitoring, improving, and hosting the Services. Such vendors
may contact you regarding their products and services.

6.1.5. With Business Partners: We may share your information with our business partners in order to offer
or provide you with the Services or our business partners’ products and services, to identify if you
may be interested in any of the Services or our business partners’ products and services, or to
improve or develop new Services or business partners’ products or services.

6.1.6. In the Event of a Business Transaction: If we are exploring or go through a business transition or
financial transaction, such as a merger, acquisition, divestiture, restructuring, reorganization,

https://allaboutdnt.com/
http://optout.networkadvertising.org/?c=1#!%2F


dissolution, bankruptcy, securities offering, or sale of all or a portion of our assets, we may disclose
your information to a party or parties in connection with exploring or concluding such transaction.

6.1.7. For Legal Purposes: We will disclose your information when we think it is necessary to investigate or
prevent actual or expected fraud, criminal activity, injury or damage to us or others; when
otherwise required by law, regulation, subpoena, court order, warrant or similar legal process; or if
necessary to assert or protect our rights or assets.

6.2. We may share De-Identified Information in all legally permissible ways.

7. YOUR CHOICES

7.1. We encourage you to communicate your preferences to us about how we use your information.

7.2. You may opt-out of receiving marketing communications from us by following the instructions included in
such a communication or by emailing us at support@klara.com. When unsubscribing from us by email,
please include “UNSUBSCRIBE” in the subject line and the body of the message. If you opt out, we may
still send you non-marketing communications, such as those about your account or our ongoing business
relationship. Also note that opting out of marketing communications from Klara does not affect the
communications patients receive from Providers.

7.3. As noted above, some features of our Apps may require access to certain native applications on your
mobile device, such as the camera and photo storage applications (e.g., to take and upload photos and
videos). If you decide to use these features, your device will prompt for your permission to grant the App
access to the native application and enable us to collect information. Note that you can revoke your
consent to the App’s access to your camera, photos, and other applications by changing the settings on
your device.

7.4. Depending on your device settings, we may send promotional and non-promotional push notifications or
alerts to your mobile device. You can deactivate these messages at any time by changing the notification
settings on your mobile device or within our Apps.

7.5. Eligible residents of California may have privacy rights related to their Personal Information under
applicable law. To learn how to exercise these privacy rights, including the right to review and request
changes to the Personal Information we have collected about you, please see our California
Supplement. Please note, if you are a patient, Klara is not able to amend or delete protected health
information that is controlled by your healthcare provider. Please contact your healthcare provider to
make a request regarding your medical record.

8. BIOMETRIC DATA

8.1. When you use the microphone on your device, your practice and Klara may collect and store your
voiceprint. Your voiceprint is biometric data under certain laws governing the collection, use, storage, and
disclosure of biometric data. By using the microphone or other recording feature, you acknowledge that
you have been advised of, and understand that, your practice, Klara, and their agents and contractors
may collect, use, store, and disclose biometric data for the purposes described in this Privacy Policy, or as
otherwise described in the Services.

8.2. Your practice and Klara may utilize the voiceprint in your recordings to transcribe text for a patient’s
medical record, to improve the microphone feature, and for other product improvement and
development purposes of your practice and Klara. Klara will retain and destroy, as applicable, your
biometric data in accordance with our policies. Your practice’s retention and destruction of your
biometric data is governed by the terms of service and privacy notices between you and your practice.

9. CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS

If you are California resident, please see our California Supplement for more information on your rights. The
California Supplement supplements, but doesn’t replace, this Privacy Policy.

10. CHILDREN’S INFORMATION

mailto:support@klara.com


We prohibit users under 13 from using the Services. As such, we do not expect to collect information, including
personal information as defined by the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, from children under the age of 13.
If you are a parent or guardian of a child under the age of 13 and believe he or she has disclosed personal
information to us, you may contact us at privacy@klara.com to request that we delete and stop use of that
information. If we learn that we have received any information directly from a child under age 13 without first
receiving his or her parent’s verified consent, we will use that information only to respond directly to that child (or
his or her parent or legal guardian) to inform the child that he or she cannot use the Services. We will then
subsequently delete that child’s information.

11. LINKS TO OTHER SITES

The Services may contain links to other sites and other products and services that are not owned or controlled by
us. Please be aware that we are not responsible for the privacy practices or content of such other sites, products,
and services. We encourage you to be aware when you leave our Sites or other Services. We encourage you to
review the privacy policies of each and every third-party website that collects Personal information as their privacy
policy may differ from ours.

12. PROTECTION AND OF YOUR INFORMATION

The security of Personal Information is important to us. We use reasonable safeguards aimed to protect against
unauthorized use, disclosure, alteration or destruction of the Personal Information we collect and maintain.
Although we strive to protect your Personal Information, we can’t guarantee the security of any information you
transmit to or from the Services or that unauthorized use, disclosure, alteration, or destruction or some other data
breach will not occur. Please keep in mind, however, that no data transmitted over the Internet is 100% secure and
any information disclosed online can potentially be collected and used by parties other than the intended recipient.

13. NOTE TO INTERNATIONAL VISITORS

The Services are intended for use only in the United States of America. If you use the Services or contact us from
outside of the United States of America, please be advised that (i) any information you provide to us or that we
automatically collect will be transferred to the United States of America; and (ii) by using the Services or submitting
information, you explicitly authorize its transfer to and subsequent processing in the United States of America in
accordance with this Privacy Policy.

14. CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY

We may change this Privacy Policy at any time. Unless we say otherwise, changes will be effective upon the last
updated date at the top of this Privacy Policy. Please check this Privacy Policy regularly to ensure that you are
aware of any changes. We may try to notify you of material changes to this Privacy Policy, which if we do so may be
by means such as by posting a notice directly on the Services, by sending an email notification (if you have provided
your email address to us), or by other reasonable methods. In any event, your use of the Services after changes to
this Privacy Policy means you have accepted the changes. If you do not agree with the changes, immediately stop
using the Services.

15. CONTACTING US

If you have any questions or comments about this Privacy Policy, please contact us by either:

15.1. Calling us at (833) 396-2630 and leaving a message for the Privacy Officer;

15.2. Emailing privacy@klara.com, or

15.3. Writing to us at:

Klara Technologies, Inc.
4850 T-Rex Avenue, Suite 200
Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Attention: Privacy Officer

tel:18667992146


Privacy Policy – California Supplement

Last Updated: December 8, 2022

INTRODUCTION
If you are a California resident, then this Supplement to our Privacy Policy may apply to you. If there is a
capitalized word that we didn’t define in this Supplement, then we are using the definition in the Privacy
Policy.

CCPA
1. Scope.

a. This section is intended to describe our practices and your rights under the California
Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (“CCPA”). This Supplement provides rights and other
terms relating to CCPA Personal Information (defined below) that are in addition to
those provided in our Privacy Policy. These additional rights and other terms are only
available to California residents about whom we collect CCPA Personal Information.
This Supplement takes precedence over the Privacy Policy with respect to CCPA
Personal Information for California residents if there is a conflict between the two.

b. In this Supplement, when we talk about “CCPA Personal Information,” we mean
information that identifies, relates to, describes, references, is capable of being
associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular
consumer or household as set forth in the CCPA.

c. You should be aware that CCPA Personal Information doesn’t include:
i. Publicly available information from government records,

ii. De-identified or aggregated consumer information, and
iii. Information excluded from the CCPA’s scope, such as:

1. Protected Health Information under HIPAA (with Protected Health
Information being more fully defined in the Privacy Policy),
information subject to the California Confidentiality of Medical
Information Act, or clinical trial data; or

2. “Business to business” information, which is information related to
communications or transactions between a business collecting the
information and a consumer who is acting on behalf of another
business where the communications or transaction relate solely to an
exchange of products or services between the two businesses.

d. Based on this scope, our collection and use of CCPA Personal Information described
in this section 2 is limited to visitors to our Sites and visitors to our offices. For more
information on our practices related to Personal Information more generally, please
refer to our Privacy Policy.

2. What CCPA Personal Information We Collect.
a. We have collected the following categories of CCPA Personal Information from

consumers within the last 12 months:

https://www.klara.com/privacy
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Category Examples

Identifiers A real name, alias, postal address, IP address,
email address, account name, and other similar
identifiers.

Personal information categories listed
in the California Customer Records
statute (Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.80(e))

A name, address, or telephone number. Some
personal information included in this category
may overlap with other categories.

Internet or other similar network
activity

Browsing history, search history, information on
a consumer's interaction with a website,
application, or advertisement.

3. How We Collect Your CCPA Personal Information.
a. We collect each of the categories of CCPA Personal Information listed above in one

or more of the following ways:
i. When you contact us (e.g., from forms you complete on our Sites).

ii. Automatically when you use the Services, such as Usage Data.
iii. From other sources, including the Internet and other publicly-available

sources and databases, data aggregators, marketing companies, and other
third parties. For example, if you are on a third-party website and request
information from us, that website will send us your contact information.

4. How We Use Your CCPA Personal Information.
a. We may use, disclose, or sell each of the categories of CCPA Personal Information

described above for one or more of the following business purposes:
i. Provide You with Information and Fulfill Your Requests. We may use your

CCPA Personal Information to verify your identity or provide you the
information, products, and services that you request. For example, we
provide information or respond to your questions when you contact us,
provide demos of the Services to those who request them, or, if you visit one
of our locations, we collect your CCPA Personal Information for purposes of
security and visitor management.

ii. Enhance Your Experience. We use your CCPA Personal Information to
personalize and enhance your experience when you visit our Sites, such as
tailoring content and advertising and remembering your preferences.

iii. Improve the Sites. Your CCPA Personal Information helps us improve the
content and functionality of the Sites.

iv. In the Event of a Business Transaction: If we are exploring or go through a
business transition or financial transaction, such as a merger, acquisition,
divestiture, restructuring, reorganization, dissolution, bankruptcy, securities
offering, or sale of all or a portion of our assets, we may use or sell your



CCPA Personal Information in connection with exploring or concluding such
transaction.

v. For Legal Purposes: We will use your CCPA Personal Information when we
think it is necessary to investigate or prevent actual or expected fraud,
criminal activity, injury or damage to us or others; when otherwise required
by law, regulation, subpoena, court order, warrant or similar legal process; or
if necessary to assert or protect our rights or assets.

vi. As Described when Collected. As described to you when we collect your
CCPA Personal Information or as otherwise set forth in the CCPA.

vii. Sharing of Information. We may share your information internally and with
third parties as further described in the How We Share or Sell Your CCPA
Personal Information section of this Supplement.

5. How We Share or Sell Your CCPA Personal Information.
a. We may share your CCPA Personal Information with the following categories of third

parties for a business purpose:
i. Internally: (e.g., with our affiliates).

ii. With Our Vendors: We may share your CCPA Personal Information with our
vendors (including third-party hosting providers) that provide services on our
behalf, such as for email marketing, advertising, promotions, newsletters,
notices and other communications, or that assist us in monitoring,
improving, and hosting the Services.

iii. In the Event of a Business Transaction: If we are exploring or go through a
business transition or financial transaction, such as a merger, acquisition,
divestiture, restructuring, reorganization, dissolution, bankruptcy, securities
offering, or sale of all or a portion of our assets, we may disclose your CCPA
Personal Information to a party or parties in connection with exploring or
concluding such transaction.

iv. For Legal Purposes: We will disclose your CCPA Personal Information when
we think it is necessary to investigate or prevent actual or expected fraud,
criminal activity, injury or damage to us or others; when otherwise required
by law, regulation, subpoena, court order, warrant or similar legal process; or
if necessary to assert or protect our rights or assets.

b. We may sell your CCPA Personal Information, subject to your right to opt-out of
those sales described below. The CCPA prohibits third parties who purchase CCPA
Personal Information we hold from reselling it unless you have received explicit
notice and an opportunity to opt-out of further sales.

6. Your Rights and Choices under the CCPA.
Below please find a description of key rights California consumers have under the CCPA and
an explanation of how to exercise those rights with us.

a. The Right to Know. You have the right to request that we disclose certain
information to you about our collection and use of your CCPA Personal Information
over the past 12 months. Once we receive and verify your request, we will disclose
to you:

i. The categories of CCPA Personal Information we collected about you.
ii. The categories of sources for the CCPA Personal Information we collected

about you.



iii. Our business or commercial purpose for collecting or selling that CCPA
Personal Information.

iv. The categories of third parties with whom we share that CCPA Personal
Information.

v. The specific pieces of CCPA Personal Information we collected about you
(also called a data portability request).

vi. If we sold or disclosed your CCPA Personal Information for a business
purpose, two separate lists setting out:

1. sales, identifying the CCPA Personal Information categories that each
category of recipient purchased; and

2. disclosures for a business purpose, identifying the CCPA Personal
Information categories that each category of recipient obtained.

b. The Right to Deletion.
i. You have the right to request that we delete any of your CCPA Personal

Information that we collected from you and retained, subject to certain
exceptions. Once we receive and verify your request, we will delete (and
direct our service providers to delete) your CCPA Personal Information from
our records, unless an exception under the CCPA applies.

ii. We may deny your deletion request for reasons permitted by the CCPA. For
example, if the information is excluded from the CCPA or does not constitute
CCPA Personal Information, such as Protected Health Information held on
behalf of a Provider who uses our Systems or Services. Please submit all
requests related to your Protected Health Information directly to your
Provider. We may also deny your deletion request if the information is
required to complete the transaction for which the information was collected
or to provide you with requested goods or services.

c. Exercising Your Right to Know and Right to Deletion.
i. To exercise your Right to Know and Right to Deletion, please submit a

request to us by clicking here or calling (833) 396-2630.
ii. Only you or an authorized representative may make a request related to your

CCPA Personal Information. You may also make a request on behalf of your
minor child.

iii. You may only make a Right to Know or Right to Delete request twice within a
12-month period. The request must:

1. Provide sufficient information that allows us to reasonably verify you
are the person about whom we collected CCPA Personal Information
or an authorized representative.

2. Describe your request with sufficient detail that allows us to properly
understand, evaluate, and respond to it.

iv. We will take steps to verify your identity before processing your Right to
Know or Right to Delete request. If you have an account with us, we will use
our existing account authentication practices to verify your identity. If you do
not have an account with us, we may request additional information about
you so that we can verify your identity. We will only use the CCPA Personal
Information you provide to us in response to this request to verify your
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identity and to process your request, unless you initially provided the
information for another purpose.

v. You may use an authorized agent to submit a Right to Know or Right to
Deletion request. When we verify your agent’s request, we may verify both
your and your agent’s identity and request a signed document from you that
authorizes your agent to make the request for you. To protect your CCPA
Personal Information, we reserve the right to deny a request from an agent
that does not submit adequate proof that you authorized them to act for
you.

vi. We cannot respond to your request or provide you with CCPA Personal
Information if we cannot verify your identity or authority to make the
request and confirm the CCPA Personal Information relates to you.

d. Response Timing and Format. Once we have verified a request from a California
consumer, we will try to respond within 45 days. If we need more time, we will tell
you in writing why and how much longer we need, either by mail or electronically
(based on your choice). Our responses will include the CCPA-required information.

e. CCPA Personal Information Sales Opt-Out Rights. You have the right to opt out of
the sale of your CCPA Personal Information. If you do not affirmatively opt out, and
you are not a minor (less than 16 years of age), your CCPA Personal Information may
be sold as disclosed in this Supplement. You (or your authorized representative) may
submit your request to opt out of the sale of your CCPA Personal Information by
clicking here or by calling (833) 396-2630.

f. Non-Discrimination. We will not discriminate against you for choosing to exercise
any of your CCPA rights, including with respect to the pricing of any Services. If you
exercise certain CCPA rights, understand that you may be unable to use or access
certain features of the Services. Additionally, please note that we may still charge
you a different price or rate for Services, including through granting of discounts or
other benefits, for reasons unrelated to your exercise of these rights, unless
prohibited by the CCPA.

SHINE THE LIGHT
California Civil Code Section 1798.83 gives California residents the rights to request certain information
regarding our disclosure of their Personal Information (as defined in the Privacy Policy) to third parties for
those third parties’ direct marketing purposes. We may share your Personal Information with affiliated third
parties, some of which do not share the name of Modernizing Medicine, for their own direct marketing
purposes. You may request information regarding the disclosure of your Personal Information to third parties
for those third parties’ direct marketing purposes by contacting us at the Contact Information set forth below.

CHANGES TO OUR PRIVACY NOTICE OR THIS SUPPLEMENT
We may change this Supplement at any time. Unless we say otherwise, changes will be effective upon the last
updated date at the top of this Supplement. Please check this Supplement regularly to ensure that you are
aware of any changes. We may try to notify you of material changes to this Supplement, which if we do so
may be by means such as by posting a notice directly on the Sites, by sending an email notification (if you
have provided your email address to us), or by other reasonable methods. In any event, your use of the site
after changes to this Supplement means you have accepted the changes. If you do not agree with the
changes, immediately stop using the Sites.

https://privacyportal-cdn.onetrust.com/dsarwebform/613920ac-e795-4470-87dd-b6f3b6f9a7b3/9266980c-cd0d-473e-a2d7-54e7fba6a5f0.html


CONTACTING US
If you have any questions or comments about this Supplement, including how we collect and use your CCPA
Personal Information or your choices and rights regarding such use, or if you wish to exercise your rights
under California law, please contact us by either:

1. Calling us at (833) 396-2630 and asking to speak with the Privacy Officer;

2. Emailing privacy@klara.com, or

3. Writing to us at:

Klara Technologies, Inc.
4850 T-Rex Avenue, Suite 200
Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Attention: Privacy Officer

tel:18667992146

